I am Pratik Suthar from B.Tech 2nd year from Chemical Engineering Department of
SVNIT, Surat.
I have completed my internship in this winter vacation from the Parliament of India,
New Delhi. It was organized through the Think India which is intermediated between
government and institutes like IITs, NITs, IISCs, NLUs, IIMs and some premier
institutes (working for only institutes of National Importance) and they selected only
6(six) students from all over India. I was fortunate enough to get select and I was
only student who was from NIT amongst all NITs.
My experience was too good and unique. I have worked in research of various topics
of Bills during Winter Parliament Session 2018-19. Mainly I have worked on three
various topics 1) Eco-Sensitive Zones, 2) The muslim women(Protection of rights on
marriage) bill,2018 (known as ' Tripple Talaq Bill ') and 3) Tourism and Technologies
in Agricultural.
They have provided mentor to each one. I got Adv. Narendra Sawaikar, Member of
Parliament from South Goa as a mentor and committee member of six standing
committees. I have worked with him in office and Parliament. I have attended
important meetings with him also. I got an opportunity to discuss with eminent
personalities of our country like Dr Subramaniyan Swamy, Secretary of Chief
Minister of Goa, Prof Rakesh Sinha and many more and also discussed with some
foreign delegates.
My mentor was too happy by my work which left good impression of our institution in
his mind. He gifted me some books also and gave me invitation to visit his
constituency. I got an opportunity to visit and understanding the work of annexe of
the house and also visited the Rashtrapati Bhavan.
Here is my personal experience is that we have to work very cautiously in such a
place. All issues are very sensitive there. We have to take care of a single word even
and all the things should be with references. Officials are so helpful and humble.
Finally, as a engineering student, we can definitely help our nation in policy making
also by working in such a place. I hope all students from our institutes will also work
hard for their and nation's future and will use maximum time in constructive works.

